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THE VICTORY ARCHERY® XBOLT™ DELIVERS THE QUALITY, VALUE AND PERFORMANCE  
CROSSBOW SHOOTERS DEMAND 

 
Victory Archery®, maker of precision quality, carbon fiber arrows for target archers and hunters alike is also the top 
choice for crossbow hunters. Victory Archery’s top-selling XBolt™ crossbow bolt is packed with the accuracy and 
penetration enhancing features today’s crossbow hunters demand.   

Victory Archery designed the XBolt specifically for crossbow shooters from the ground up. It is not a cut down arrow; it’s 
a performance driven, purposefully designed and built bolt to maximize the traits and strengths of a crossbow. Quite 
simply, it is unmatched by the competition. 

The XBolt is constructed using 100 percent carbon fiber. Carbon fiber is superior to other materials for speed and 
strength. It also holds it straightness better than competitive materials. Victory Archery then matches the carbon shaft 
with a brass insert to increase the weight at the front of the bolt. The dense brass increases the Front-of-Center (FOC) 
to produce Extreme Front-of-Center (EFOC). Think of a string tied to a rock. Wherever the rock leads, the string follows. 
In the case of the XBolt with its EFOC, that will be right into the center of the bullseye, but that’s not all. The brass insert 
and EFOC also ensure the maximum amount of kinetic energy is transferred from the bolt to the target for deep 
penetration on game animals. 

Flipping ends of the bolt is every bit as important too. Without a positive string to bolt purchase, potential kinetic energy 
is lost and accuracy would be nonexistent. Paying attention to detail and looking to squeeze every foot-per-second of 
speed out of the XBolt, Victory Archery chose Bohning’s halfmoon nock which comes standard with the XBolt. 

The Victory XBolt is offered in a 20- and 22-inch model, with a 24-inch model available in 2016. Both models tip the 
scale at 325 grains for the optimal blend of speed and penetration. The difference is compensated for by swapping the 
92-grain brass insert for the 110-grain model.  

Victory Archery offers a wide variety of products for both hunting and target shooters of all ages.  For more information 
about Victory Archery visit www.victoryarchery.com, or call toll-free 866-934-6565. 
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